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No tickets for athletes
Gamecock team members excluded from
lottery system, officials looking for solutions
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Wednesday’s lottery distributed 1,500 tickets
to st udent s for t he h igh ly a nt ic ipated SEC
Championship game, but there was a disappointing
catch for student athletes: They have no loyalty
points.
“Student athletes do not go through the normal
distribution process,” said Jennifer Stiles , USC’s
Athletics Director of Compliance.
Instead, they are guaranteed tickets to home
sporting events based on team rosters. They do not
accumulate loyalty points or use the TicketReturn
system.
Radiance Basden, a third-year advertising student

on the women’s track and field team , said athletes
obtain t ickets before games by show ing t heir
Carolina Cards to monitors at the entrance.
“The monitors then check our names on a sheet of
paper, and we are given a ticket to enter the game,”
Basden said. “In saying this, every student athlete
had a zero-percent chance in obtaining a student
ticket to the SEC Championship game.”
The problem arose because NCAA rules prohibit
schools from designating tickets for away games
to student athletes, Stiles said. For away games,
athletes must purchase tickets in the same way as
the general student population.
For USC, the method for general students happens
to be a lottery based on loyalty points. When the
chance to purchase an SEC Championship game
ticket was determined through TicketReturn, the
student athletes were not included. Many other
athletes have expressed their concern with this
TICKETS ● 2A

For USC, a waiting game
Tw o w e e k s f r o m t h e
SEC title game, the
Gamecocks must focus
o n S e n i o r D ay g a m e
against Troy.

See page 1B

Fashion Friday
Designers are already
reve a ling th e ir spr ing
collections, but some
new ideas can easily be
applied to any season.

See page 5A
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Series maintains reader
interest for over decade
Sydney Patterson & Erin Shaw

THIS SHIPP HAS SAILED
How did
Republicans
get back
into office?
By doing
the same
thing they
Emily
did when
they were in: Shipp
lying, a lot. Third-year
English student

See page 4A
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The beg in n ing of t he end is
f inally here. Wit h t he Nov. 19
release of “Harry Potter and the
Deat h ly Ha l lows: Pa r t 1,” t he
magical movie franchise that many
of us grew up watching will be
coming to a close. The 11-yearold bespectacled boy thousands of
people
met
10 years ago has matured into a
confident young man, and collegeaged students have grown up with
him.
The series has followed the young
and orphaned Harry Potter from
his humble beginnings as an almostslave to his Muggle (non-magical)
relatives to enduring the celebrity
spotlight in the wizarding world.
While he has faced many challenges
along t he way, mostly from his

prophesied enemy Lord Voldemort
and his followers, the Death Eaters,
this last installment has Harry and
his best friends Ron and Hermione
attempting to destroy Voldemort
once and for all.
T he “ H a r r y Pot ter a nd t he
Deathly Hallows” novel broke sales
records and became t he fastest
selling book ever, with 15 million
books sold in its first 24 hours of
publication, 8.3 million in the U.S.
alone. That translates into 96 books
a second . A year after its release,
it has sold more than 44 million
copies. The plot of the final book
has been broken into two parts for
the fi nal movie installment, giving
the film more room to closely follow
the book’s plot.
“This film feels devoted above
all to reproducing the novel on
screen as closely as possible,” Todd
McCarthy said in his review in
The Hollywood Reporter. Director
David Yates also directed “Order
of the Phoenix” and “Half-Blood

POTTER ● 2A

Wetland plan wins competition
Masters student
gets $1,000
first-place prize
Kathryn Krancj

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

USC knocks off Tigers
The Lady Gamecocks,
led by Ieasia Walker’s
30-point outburst,
defeated Clemson 73-59
at the Colonial Life Arena
last night.

Online @
www.dailygamecock.com

T hu rsday n ight , t he
Faber Entrepreneurship
Center hosted the final
rou nd of t he Global
Entrepreneurship Business
Plan Competition in the
L u m p k i n A u d it o r i u m
at the Moore School of
Business. Eleven students
(t w o i n d i v i d u a l s a n d
three teams of up to four)
presented five different
business plans to a panel

for a first-place reward of
$1,000.
Sponsored by
Engenuit ySC, St udent
Government, the
Entrepreneurship
Club a nd t he Ma x ient
Corporation, the
compet it ion ser ved
a s o ne of t he 4 0 , 0 0 0
events in 100 countries
worldw ide celebrat i ng
Global Entrepreneurship
Week , an international
youth initiative started
in 20 08 to promote
innovation and ingenuity
in the next generation of
entrepreneurs. According
t o t h e Fa b e r C e n t e r
Associate Director Dean

Kress , the competition
advances t he center’s
mission in advocating
ent repreneu r sh ip to
the entire student body
and has marked the first
of many future annual
competitions to be held
i n conju nc t ion w it h
Global Entrepreneurship
Week.
“O ne of ou r mo s t
impor t a nt t ask s is
to make su re t hat
s t u d e nt s k n o w t h a t
e nt re p r e ne u r s h ip i s a
v iable alter nat ive, a nd
a n awareness of t h is
brings that point home,”
Kress said. “It’s also very
important that we make the

Jeremy Duncan / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

program a cross-campus
activity. We’ll know we’ve
made it when engineering
students are working with
the business and marketing
BUSINESS ● 2A
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Off-campus
goes green
New recycling trial
program introduced
at Stadium Suites
Sara Hartley

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

Many of f-campus
student housing complexes
don’t offer residents the
option to recycle, but that
is starting to change.
U S C ’s o f f- c a m p u s
housing office is partnering
with Keep the Midlands
Beaut if u l a nd Sonoco
Recycling, a Hartsville,
S.C.-based company, to run
a trial recycling program at
Stadium Suites.
Jami Campbell,
coordinator of Off-Campus
Student Services, said the
program launched Sunday
to a l ig n w it h “A mer ica
Recycles Day” on Monday.
“[S o no c o] a g r e e d t o
prov ide rec ycling as an
option at one apartment
complex to pi lot t h is
semester,” Campbell said.
Stadium Suites Property
Manager Megan MorrisHahn said students have
shown interest. The trial
program is designed to have
a one-day collection period
on Sunday afternoons.
“ We wa nt to ma ke it
convenient for residents in
hopes that they’ll be more
likely to use it,” MorrisHahn said. “If everything
goes well, we’re hoping to
expand to other student
housing properties.”
Sonoco provided
St ad iu m Su ites w it h
collection bins for
a l u m i nu m a n d p l a s t i c
materials and agreed to
empty them free of charge.
T h e f i r s t c o l le c t io n
period was from noon to
4 p.m. Sunday. Campbell
said she was there for part
of the time and everything
was collected according to
Sonoco’s standards.
“The t rick is t hat
col lec t ion bi ns have to
be monitored,” Campbell
said. “If you don’t monitor,
regular trash gets in.”
Though Stadium Suites
dist ributed f lyers to all
residents to inform them of
the recycling opportunity,
Mor r is-Ha h n sa id t hey
would have liked to see
a better t urnout. She is
hoping to make it more
convenient for residents by
putting smaller bins inside
the Stadium Suites office,
allowing students to drop
off materials throughout
the week.
Campbell said students
interested in recycling can
also take materials directly
to Sonoco, which is located
at 1132 Idlewilde Blvd.
“There are students who
buy into it and recycle on
their own; we just have to
find them,” Campbell said.
I n order to cont i nue
expanding the program,
Campbell is working to get
groups such as Students
A d v o c at i n g a G r e e ne r
E nv i ron ment (SAGE)
involved . The success of
this trial run will determine
whether or not off-campus
recycling continues and
grows next semester.
“For the future, if this
works out, then hopefully
it ’s s o me t h i n g we c a n
launch at other properties,”
Campbell said.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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Budget writers propose cutting 10 school days Arizona boycott stifles economy, business
The state House’s top budget writer
said Thursday that cutting 10 days out
of South Carolina’s school year could
save $210 million and help ease an $800
million deficit.
Whittling down the 180-day school
calendar is just one of the ideas House
Ways and Means Committee Chairman
Dan Cooper offered after his panel’s first
meeting, months before members begin
writing a $5 billion budget for the fiscal
year that begins in July.
“We’ll probably have to do something
like that,” Cooper said.
The suggestion drew an immediate
objection from a state education official,
who said it also cuts learning for children
and goes in wrong direction. A 180 day
school year is the norm nationally and
the Obama Administration has called for
more class time, not less in the nation’s
schools, said Pete Pillow, a spokesman for
the state Education Department.
He also noted that it takes away 10
days of teacher pay and adds 10 days more
for parents to fi nd care or activities for
their children.
“You’re talking about an economic
hit. You’re giving 50,000 teachers plus
other folks in schools 10 days less pay
when you’re trying to revive the state’s
economy,” he said.
Cooper also is considering eliminating
popular and far-reaching Medicaid
programs that aren’t mandated by federal
law and combining all the state’s cultural
agencies, such as libraries, museums and
arts programs, into a single entity.
“You’ll probably see some programs
that won’t be offered anymore,” Cooper
said. “I look for us to have to combine
some agencies — the smaller ones,”
Coopers said.

The state’s Medicaid program is short
$350 million to maintain current services.
Cooper said closing that gap could
mea n el i m i nat i ng $10 0 m i l l ion i n
optional programs for elderly, disabled
a nd p o or p e ople , i nc lud i n g e x t r a
prescription drugs, hospice care and
assistance to stay in their homes. It is
likely to provoke a wide public backlash
reminiscent of last year when deep cuts
were threatened for programs serving the
people with disabilities.
Cooper said his staff and the state
Depart ment of Healt h and Hu man
Services are reviewing reduced payments
to doctors. The agency says cutting
doctor reimbursements by 10 percent
could save $100 million and notes the
state is the only one in the nation where
legislators have barred reductions to
reimbursements.
“We’ve got to look at those where
we’ve locked those in,” Cooper said.
Cooper isn’t su re leg islators a re
prepared for the public onslaught over
health care budget cuts.
“I understand what it means — what’s
coming — when you do drop t hose
optional programs,” Cooper said. “I don’t
know there’s a real choice.”
Other choices involve tax law changes,
but the GOP-dominated Legislature
has no appetite for anything that would
increase revenues.
Cooper said he doubt s proposals
to overhaul the state’s tax system —
discussed for more than a year and now
being finished — will go anywhere in
the Legislature. “I don’t know that it will
help this budget process,” Cooper told
the panel.
— Compiled by The Associated Press

TICKETS ● Continued from 1A i s s t i l l a c h a n c e f o r
student athletes to get
d ist r ibut ion proce s s, tickets.
“ We ’ r e c u r r e n t l y
say ing it’s unfair t hat
t h e y w e r e n o t a b l e l o o k i n g a t d i f f e r e nt
to request tickets like o p t i o n s i n w h i c h
the rest of the student we m ig ht b e able t o
make some number of
population.
S t i l e s s a i d t h i s t icket s ava i lable t hat
p r o b l e m i s b e i n g athletes would have the
discussed and that there eligibility to purchase,”

s h e s a i d . “ We d o n’t
h ave a re s olut ion or
d i s t r ib u t io n p l a n i n
place.”

Comments on this story?
E-m a i l g a m e c o c k n ews@
sc.edu

Carolina/Clemson

Blood Drive

2010

Divided since 1888, yet united
in blood
since 1985.

blood

November 15 - 19 • 10 AM - 7 PM

RuSSELL House ballroom

FREE t-SHIRTS!
http://web.sa.sc.edu/ccbd

PHOENIX — A boycott brought on
by Arizona’s controversial immigration
crackdown raised the specter of vacant
convention centers, desolate sports arenas
and struggling businesses throughout the
state.
Seven months later, the boycott’s effects
are coming into focus, showing it has been
a disruptive force but nowhere near as
crippling as originally feared.
Businesses have lost lucrative contracts
a nd convent ions have relocated,
performers called off concerts, and cities
and counties in about a dozen states passed
resolutions to avoid doing business with
Arizona. A report released Thursday says
the boycott has cost the state $141 million
in lost meeting and convention business
since Republican Gov. Jan Brewer signed
the law in April.
But the state’s economy hasn’t come to a
screeching halt — as some who organized
the boycott hoped. In fact, more people
went to the Grand Canyon this summer
than last year, and more stayed in Arizona’s
hotels and resorts, according to a review
by The Associated Press.
“My occupancy has been pretty strong,”
said Flagstaff bed and breakfast owner
Gordon Wat k ins. He got a few calls
from confused international customers
wondering if they would be asked for
their papers, but no one canceled their

BUSINESS ● Continued from 1A
students making business plans.”
Competitors came from all levels and
disciplines, from undergraduate business
students to masters- and doctorate-level
chemistry students. After members of the
Entrepreneurship Club and SG evaluated
the students’ business plans, they were
submitted to a panel of guest judges,
including successful area entrepreneurs
such as USC alumni Aaron and Candice
Hark, owners of the sponsoring Maxient
Corporation.
First-year international master of
business administration student Marty
Bauer walked away with the $1,000 firstplace award for his business concept for
Carbon Forecast, a company that would
use patent pending intellectual property,
developed by James Morris of USC, to
reduce the carbon effects on and improve
specific area wetlands.
Third-year international business
student Samantha August took second

POTTER ● Continued from 1A
Prince,” the latter of which
author J.K. Rowling chose
as her favorite movie in
the series. Rowling is also
one of the producers for
t he “Deat h ly Hallows”
mov ie s , a posit ion she
hasn’t held since the first
movie, “Harry Potter and
the Sorcerer’s Stone.”
From t he beg i n n i ng,
the “Harry Potter” series
has developed a huge cult
fol low i ng, ent ic i ng a n
ever-increasing number
of f a n s t o l i ne up f or
midnight releases of the
books and movies. Tickets
for many of the later movie
premieres sold out days
a nd week s i n adva nce,
leading many fans to wish
they could just apparate
to the front of the line.
Opening weekend ticket
sales have exceeded $77

Matt York / The Associated Press

reservations, he said.
Many conventions decided not to move,
despite questions from their members.
At t he Phoen i x Convent ion Center
on Thursday, about 1,300 exhibitors,
distributors and buyers were attending
an annual show put on by the National
School Supply & Equipment Association.
“We just kind of kept our eye on our
members, and at least in our industry, they
were coming whether that law was there
or not,” said Bill Duffy, the group’s vice
president of operations and meetings.

place and $700 for her potential vending
corporation called Necissivend, which
would sell basic products such as toiletries,
over-the-counter medicines and laundry
items t h rough mach i nes placed i n
dormitories.
Atri Rungta and Anand Viswanath,
bot h chemistr y doctoral candidates
from India, took third place and $500
with their business plan for Intelligent
Nanomaterials, a company that would
use patented technology to design and
manufacture customized nanomaterials
for electronic and optical industries.
“Overall, we were really impressed with
what we saw,” Candice Hark said. “There
were both big ideas that could potentially
change the way the world works, and then
there were ideas that were smaller and
more locally focused. Both ends were
well-represented. What’s exciting to see
here is the combining of departments to
get research.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu

million for every movie,
w it h t he fou r t h one,
“Goblet of Fire,” coming
in at just over $102 million.
All six are in the top 30 on
the list of all-time highest
grossing films. The nextto-last release is sure to be
no exception.
These impressive
statistics only prove what
many of us already knew
— t hat “Harr y Pot ter”
is special. It is the classic
story of good versus evil
s e t i n a f a nt a s y world
that is uniquely different
from our own, yet many
of t he cha racters a nd
the situations are easily
relatable. We recognize
bits of ourselves in each
cha racter. We t r iu mph
when t hey t riumph; we
grieve when they grieve.
Over the span of seven
books and movies, we were

never bored, which is a true
testament to Rowling’s
sk i l l a s a n aut hor a nd
the artistry of the films.
We were s wa l lowed by
tantalizing details and plot
twists, lost in the magical
world of witchcraft and
wizardry until we wished
nothing more than to have
supernatural abilities and
wand-toting friends of our
own.
“‘Harry Potter’ speaks to
the imagination and magic
in us,” said first-year visual
communications student
Mahalia Vandeberghe.
“ I t ’s a h u g e s o c i a l
phenomenon. I especially
like it because it’s great
writing that matures with
the characters,” third-year
international studies and
Fre nc h s t ude nt Teg a n
Plock said.
Grace Seal, a secondyear anthropology student,
grew up with the novels.
“It is t he biggest
c ont emp or a r y l it er a r y
influence of our generation,
and [the film version of
‘Deathly Hallows’] is truly
the end of an era,” she said.
“I’m definitely going to be
at the midnight premiere
with my friends.”
The f irst book was
released in 1997 and the
first movie premiered in
2001, making the end of
this extraordinary journey
bittersweet. When “Harry
Potter and t he Deat hly
Hallows: Part 2” releases in
July 2011, it will have been
a remarkable 14 years since
the first book’s publication.
While Harry Potter may
be drawing his journey to
a close, his impact as a
global social phenomenon
will likely never wane and
will only live on to impact
a new generation of wouldbe wizards.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocknews@sc.edu
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USC wisely expands
recycling off campus
Du ring you r f resh ma n year, you’re a g reen
machine. Everywhere you turn on campus, there’s
a recycling bin, and when you fi nish chugging that
all-natural organic pomegranate juice late at night
in your dorm, there’s a recycling bin there, too. By
the end of your fi rst year, you feel pretty good about
your reduced carbon footprint. But then, like most
USC students, you pack up your Prius and move off
campus, where recycling options are rarer than the
endangered Amazonian albino aardvark.
But now two partners are stepping in to save the
earth and your conscience. The Off-Campus Student
Services office is teaming up with Sonoco Recycling
and Keep the Midlands
“Unless our university Beaut i f u l to br i ng a
r e c y c l i n g s e r v ic e t o
Suites. A trial
reaches out to all of Stadium
prog ra m is c u r rent ly
with collection
its students, it can’t ongoing
every Sunday afternoon.
Sonoco, Keep t he
call itself green.” M id l a nd s B e aut i f u l ,
Stadium Suites and the
University all deserve appreciation for this. For
years, USC has taken positive steps to make our
campus greener. But a majority of USC students
don’t live on campus, so most of them have been left
in the dark — or rather, in the light of inefficient
disposable bulbs. Unless our university reaches out
to all of its students, it can’t truly call itself green.
So keep it up, guys. Hopefully this initiative
expands — not just to other student complexes, but
in the number of recycling options provided. Plastic
and aluminum bins are a good start, but you can
recycle other things, too.
Now, if only Stadium Suites would create a new pet
policy allowing us to keep the sea lion we “liberated”
from Riverbanks Zoo.

Last night was coming to an end
similar to most of my nights. I printed
out my history essay, stapled it and shut
off my laptop, beyond ready to get some
rest. But then my phone rang. It was the
USC campus police, and something had
happened to my car and they needed me
to leave immediately to check it out.
My car, parked in the gravel lot next
to t he Bates park ing lot, had been
broken into. The driver’s window and
mirror were shattered, leaving rocks and
glass littered throughout my Hyundai
Tucson. Part of me understands that
this is a city and crime is inevitable. But
the other part of me is asking, “Why
did USC let this happen?”
Among paying for a parking space,
parking tickets and ever-rising tuition,
I’d like to think that this school would
be able to provide a safe environment
for me to park my vehicle.
Why is it that this school can hike
t u it ion c o s t s , p a y Je n ny S a n f ord
$15,000 to talk for three-quarters of an
hour and spend $14,000 enhancing the
aesthetics of a fountain, but can’t spend
a penny on making a parking lot safe
for its students?
A gain, I u ndersta nd t hat even if
a r me d g u a rd s were pl ac e d at t he
entrance to every lot, crime would still
exist. But why can’t the lot be paved?
W hy aren’t there cameras there, or
at least a few measly lights? An unlit,
u nsuper v ised and u npaved st udent
parking lot in the middle of downtown
Columbia is not just negligent of safety
— it’s an invitation for crime.
The lack of park ing on campus is
already enough of a headache. I’m just
asking that when I do actually find a
park ing space, I don’t get disturbed
at 2 a.m. to learn my car has been
vandalized.
Jen Ashley
First-year undeclared student

Like most students, I have issues with
the ticketing system. Like most students,
I have learned to settle for what we
have in place, because it won’t change.
However, it is clear that in regards to the
SEC Championship ticket lottery, our
system has failed USC students.
The decision to only allow football
points from this season is a shortsighted
one that I believe has alienated more
students than myself. Let me be clear:
I have no problem with the way points
are awarded. I believe getting an extra
point simply for being in the stadium
an hour early is arbitrary, but that’s
another story.
Since I arrived at Carolina last year, I
have believed that loyalty points matter
and that those who have a lot of them
will be rewarded when the time comes.
Well the time has come, and many
of us will be left standing in the cold.
Let’s be honest; people are denied
tickets to basketball games or baseball
games maybe once or twice a year. Last
year, in addition to attending ever y
football game I could, I tried to go to as
many basketball and baseball games as
possible to support my Gamecocks in
arenas other than Williams-Brice and
get more loyalty points.
But when t he most intense t icket
lot ter y i n t he shor t h istor y of t he
s y s t em c ome s a rou nd , none of it
matters. It doesn’t matter how many
games I’ve been to if they are not 2010
football games, and that is the problem.
W hy do we even have loyalty points
for basketball and baseball if they won’t
help us when actual in-demand tickets
roll around?
T he lot t e r y s hou ld h a v e t a k e n
all loyalt y points in all sports into
consideration, so true Carolina fans
could be rewarded with the chance of a
lifetime, not just Carolina football fans.
Maybe next November when we have
another lottery for tickets to Atlanta,
this will be the case. As for now, it is
clear the system is still broken, and will
continue to be until action is taken.
Brendan Davies
Second-year undeclared student

GOP fails to see faults of former administration
Mass ignorance, impatience at fault
for Republicans’ landslide gains
So, Republicans have successfully schemed
— cough — I mean run their way back into
the Senate. But don’t expect this party to raise
the roof, because the roof is on fire, and not in
a good way.
How did this happen? What did President
Barack Obama and his cabinet do that so
drastically shifted the tides away from the
positive changes made in 2009? Many voters,
especially those partisan to the Democratic
Party, are wondering just this. But the truth
is, it isn’t what Obama has done that ruined
the chance for a liberal majority on Nov. 2; it’s
what hasn’t been done — and since the blame
game seems to be a favorite of some politicians
(tea, anyone?), I will dare to play it now as well.
When Obama was elected, there could be
no doubt that he inherited the most hellish
of circumstances — the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan were as incomplete and messy as
ever, the banks were clinging to rubber ducks
while drowning, the environmental crisis had
even the trees weeping and the real economy
was looking about as real as Pamela Anderson’s
breasts. It was clear, at least to those donned

with the blessings of intelligence, that America
was suffering thanks to a Republican-led
government — economically, politically and
even socially with immature issues on the table
such as “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell.” But instead
of Republicans owning up to their faults —
and I’m talking faults big enough to get the
whole world talking — the conspirators had a
different plan: Lay it on the libs.
What many Republicans fail
to recognize these days, as they
picket with derogatory slogans
against Obama such as “monkey
see, monkey spend,” is that the
bailouts did not start with the
2008 presidential election. In
Emily
its last weeks, the conservative
Shipp
George W. Bush administration
Third-year
English student
rat if ied t he Troubled A sset
Relief Program, which enabled
$700 billion to be funneled into the American
financial system, then about as stable as an
epileptic fit. Yet, when the Recovery Act of
2009 was signed into action under Obama ,
Republicans exploded, never even minding that
about a third of this act was to be spent on tax
cuts. The Republicans didn’t see that the U.S.
banks were, and still are, better capitalized

year in school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
c o l u m n s . C o l u m n i s t s s h o u l d ke e p
submissions to about 50 0 words in
length and include the author’s name and
position. Guest columns are limited to
three per author per semester.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length and
clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Daily Gamecock and must conform
to the legal standards of USC Student
Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us
know about it. E-mail gamecockopinions@sc.edu and we will print
the correction in our next issue.

Fans should read
classics, grow up
J.K. Rowling cursed
America when she started
t h e “ H a r r y Po t t e r ”
franchise. The midnight
opening of “Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows:
Part 1” came with overly
obsessed fans decked out
in their robes, wands and
lightning bolt scars.
One would think it
would all be over by now,
since it started over a
decade ago, but no. Now,
every time a new movie is
released,
t h e
dor ma nt
fans rush
to the
t he at e r s
to get
tickets
Natalie
to the
Newman
midnight
First-year
print journalism
showing,
student
a s
i f
failing
to see it fi rst will cause
Dementors to hunt them
down and suck the life
right out of them.
I would not have such
a problem with it if fans
over the age of 15 could
be a little mature about it,
read their books, watch
their movies and take
their trip to the “Harry
Potter” theme park. Just
stop yelling at everyone
when they disagree with
the complexit y of the
novels. Let it be a hobby,
not a cult and not the
topic of every potentially
intellectual conversation.
Though I must
congratulate those who
read a l l seven book s
cover to cover, six times.
Did it t a ke you t hat
many read-throughs to
understand the literary
devices and “complex”
plot t w ist s? Yes, t he
books are interesting, but
at least wait a year before
starting the series over.
Attempt to read some
Charles Dickens or Jane
Austen in the meantime.
Harry Potter will keep
cast ing spells on t he
weak minds of obsessed
f a n s f or s ome t i me .
Rowling and Warner
Bros. will continue to
mag ica l ly empt y t he
wallets of consumers too
blinded by British accents
to notice that two-part
movies are only a way
double profits. Hopefully
crazed fans will someday
grow out of reading these
ch ild ren’s book s a nd
pick up a book with a bit
more substance — or at
least limit their bouts of
shouting random spells
in public. If we’re lucky
though, no one will start
instructing a class under
the title “Harry Potter
and t he Sociolog y of
Wizardry.”

About The Daily Gamecock

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
Viewpoints page is to stimulate discussion
in the Unive r sit y of South Ca rolina
community. All published authors are
expected to provide logical arguments to
back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourage s
readers to voice opinions and offers three
methods of expression: letters to the
editor, guest columns and feedback on
dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should be
submitted via e-mail to gamecockeditor@
sc.edu. Letters must be 200 to 300 words
in length and include the author’s name,

than when either Bush was in office, nor did
they see that Obama had put a figurative
Band-Aid on the automotive industries GM
and Chrysler, saving approximately a million
jobs. No, instead Republicans focused on the
unemployment rate — still around 10 percent
— and claimed that it was the complete fault of
a flawed Recovery Act, even though the partyneutral Congressional Budget Office now says
many more Americans would be jobless if the
stimulus had never occurred.
What it boils down to is the fact that many
Americans were sadly but surely persuaded to
vote in favor of conservatives by incorrect and
bias media, which claimed that Obama was
intentionally not living up to his word and that
he was a socialist, profligate-spending America
hater. If the nation knew just how hard this
donkey is trudging through the elephant feces
the Bush administration left behind, then it
would be much easier to see why immigration
reforms, environmental laws and other hopes
Obama supporters rooted for are slow coming.
Now the votes are in, and I’m blaming it
mainly on mass ignorance and impatience.
Thanks to us, America, these changes we’ve
all been hoping for are only going to come
painfully slower.

‘Potter’ series
fun but not
intellectual
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“If I were a serious person, I’d probably
have a real job.”
— Harrison Ford
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New fashions
for any season
Parisian prep, old-school glam
provide inspiration for diverse outfits

The Mix’s breakdown of everything
you need to know about this week
in entertainment

“Harry Potter”
Oh, there’s a new “Harr y Potter” movie
coming out this weekend? We had no idea.

Amber Rose

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Jamie

Where is the
new, or rather
classic, city of
inspirat ion
f o r
t h e
designers of
spring 2011?
Pe r h ap s not
surprisingly, it’s
Paris, and it’s not
only the City of Light,
but the city of chic and
the epitome of well-done
preppy st yle. Paris has
always been known as the
fashion capital of the world,
and the previews of spring
al ready l ight i ng up t he
runways show no exception.
The spring may definitely seem far off now, but in the
fashion world, starting early is key, and all of these styles
could easily be incorporated to add a pop of color in your
look regardless of the season.
Parisian prep is the preppy style to be influenced by,
and is not to be confused with the Ivy League prep of
Oxford shirts and plaid skirts. As flawlessly showcased
at Louis Vuitton, it includes the classic black-and-whitestriped tee paired with bright pastels such as pink, green
and muted browns.
What to put into your wardrobe? A pair of pastel flats,
a pink, cat-eye shaped pair of shades, a touch of florals
and some classic wedges. Don’t want to fully invest in
clothing pieces? Pastel prep can always be infused by
looking for bright pastel accessories like a bag or a ring.
Throw on a pastel scarf tied in a very French a la mode
look, and have some confidence.
Old-school glam is continuing into the spring with the
wave of “Mad Men”-inspired looks and Prada ladylike
wear of this season with an infusion of polka dots and
glamorous silhouettes. The key here is to invoke the
decades of the past with a flouncy skirt and tailored top,
effortlessly displayed at Valentino and Marc Jacobs.
Invest in a polka-dot, black-and-white dress, preferably
in smaller shapes and, for this current season, pair it with
a long cardigan, some flats with tights and a high ponytail
to channel the glam of the past decades. Bold tweed suits
or accessories are always classically French, beginning
years ago with the classic Chanel suit. To make it more
“of the now,” pick a graphic pattern in black and white,
throw on a solid V-neck or graphic tee underneath and
Luc a
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mpu s

again add some cute flats and a scarf. If you don’t see
yourself going tweed from head to toe, simply invest in a
tweed bag in either a dark color or a bright pastel with a
chain strap handle to top off any look.
Another trend coming back down the pipeline is
gingham. It’s sort of like plaid, but in a simpler pattern
and once again references the past. Chanel sent down
gingham bathing suits, so this is a hint for what to look
for once spring break comes rolling around. Since it’s
nowhere near bathing suit season now, simply look for
a simple gingham dress easily made modern with some
chunky accessories or dark tights. Gingham print bags
and shoes are also sure to be a hit.
Last but not least, to top off any Parisian look just
throw on a pair of black oversized shades a la Jackie O to
enhance that certain je ne sais quoi.

Mary Cathryn Armstrong
THE DAILY GAMECOCK

When you hear the words “cheer
accident,” the first thing that comes
to mind might be a funny YouTube
video with a collapsing pyramid of
enthusiastic cheerleaders rather than
a rock band. However, do a little
digging and you will soon discover
the progressive rockers of CheerAccident, who have been making
their mark in the music world for over
20 years.
Originally based out of Chicago,
Cheer-Accident first formed in 1981
when drummer and original lead
singer Thymme Jones was still in high
school. It would take several years of
musical experimentation in a variety
of genres before Cheer-Accident
finally found its niche in progressive
rock. Though the members had been
playing together for six years, CheerAccident’s first live show was in 1987
at the Igloo in Chicago, and it’s been
rock history ever since.
“By the time we played our first
show, we’d already been mak ing
music for a long time, but we were
still relatively unknown,” Jones said.
“That show in Chicago really helped
us put our name out there, and people
could finally know who we were.”
People definitely took notice. One
of the most unique things about
Cheer-Accident is its creative fusion
of different sounds. The sound is
both refined yet untamed, and when
listening to any one of its tracks,
you’re never quite sure what to expect
next. And the last 20 years certainly

Finally, they can reduce
the whole catalog to singles
and compete head-to-head
with those “Glee” kids.

Courtesy of
AP Exchange

Bill Clinton in “Hangover 2”
Start salivating over how cool this will
inevitably be.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Academy Governors
Ball

Courtesy of
AP Exchange

haven’t jaded the band’s original
sound. If anything, it’s only gotten
better with age.
“ We h a v e n’t r e a l l y m ade a
linear change since we first started
playing together. We keep revisiting
and exploring things in the past
without progressing in simply one
direction,” Jones said. “We’ve formed
several different sides of the band
from different eras that we can use
whenever we want.”
Perhaps just as interesting as the
band’s one-of-a-kind sound is the
name that tags along with it. So
where exactly does the name CheerAccident come from? To hear Jones
tell it, it certainly didn’t evolve from a
place one might expect.
“I was shopping in a Hallmark store
in the town where I grew up, and I
saw this one card display that had a

Producor/director Francis
Ford Coppola receives the
Thalberg award; actor Eli
Wallach receives an honorary
Oscar. Jokes about how old
Wallach is abound.

“Green Lantern” trailer
The only thing cooler than
Ryan Reynolds? Ryan Reynolds
as a superhero.

Courtesy of
AP Exchange

“Unstoppable” SNL parody
Jay Pharoah could make a living just on
his Denzel Washington impersonation.

Courtesy of AP Exchange

Rock band progresses with age
Cheer-Accident brings
distinct fusion of sounds
to Hunter-Gatherer

Beatles now on
iTunes

category labeled ‘Cheer-Accident.’ I
remember thinking that sounded like
a really cool band name,” Jones said.
“So when we got together, that’s what
we called ourselves.”
O ver t he years, t he band has
certainly developed a loyal fan base.
Jones said that one of the biggest
advantages of being around for a
while is having such a large range of
fans.
“At ou r shows, we meet fa ns
anywhere from their late teens to
early 60s, which is just really great.
Plus, we get to meet fans that have
been buying our CDs or EPs since
day one, and also those that have just
gotten into our music in the past year
or two, which is also very cool.”
Although they have always stayed

PBS censors Tina Fey
Viewers like you don’t take kindly
to jokes about Sarah Palin.

CBS cancels
“Medium”
We wonder if they could
see it coming...

Courtesy of MCT
Campus

“Avatar: Extended
Collector’s Edition”
James Cameron’s sci-fi epic now
runs over three hours on Blu-Ray
and has over 45 minutes of deleted
scenes. Are we tired of blue people
yet?

Sarah Palin’s
“Alaska”
premieres

CHEER ● 6A

Courtesy of
AP Exchange

S u d d e n l y, t h e
w ilderness just
seems so relatable
and conservative.

“Refudiate,” “Gleek” added to
dictionary
We deal in pop culture here at The Mix,
but to call these Internet-bred bits of lexicon
“words” is just going to make the English
language even sillier.

Courtesy of MySpace.com

— Compiled by The Mix Staff
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‘Black Ops’ doesn’t add to series
Game has all the features
expected of ‘Call of Duty’ entry
without expanding on formula
Aaron Jenkins

THE DAILY GAMECOCK
★ ★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Each successive “Call of Dut y” feels more and
more insecure about itself. In its desperation to cram
excessive action and chaos into every moment, “Black
Ops’” campaign becomes a near incomprehensible blur
of high definition explosions and particle effects. There
was an element of over-the-top insanity in “Modern
Warfare 2” that fostered such energy and excitement.
However, in its attempt to outdo its predecessor, “Black
Ops” just feels obnoxious in how ludicrous it has
become. Unfortunately, throwing in everything but
the kitchen sink isn’t always a good design decision.
The thing is, it’s hard to fault developer Treyarch
here. Creating the follow-up to one of the best-selling
entertainment products of all time comes with a lot of
weight. The enormous pressure to create a bigger and
better “Call of Duty” than Infinity Ward’s last offering
(and to do it in roughly 18 months) could have proved
disastrous. It is a testament to the people of Treyarch’s
skills as developers that the biggest problem with
“Black Ops’” campaign is that it tries to do too much.
It is difficult to follow at times, but the narrative in
“Black Ops” is actually the most engaging of any in the
series. The game kicks off in 1968, with American black
operative Alex Mason (Sam Worthington) strapped to
a chair, being tortured by unknown captives. The
interrogation scenes serve as a frame story to the
individual missions, each of them starting as Mason
slips into one horrific memory after another. It foregoes
realism pretty early on, focusing on Cold War era
paranoia and government conspiracies. The way the

game resolves its plot leaves a lot to be desired, but it is
as close to a personal narrative as any “Call of Duty”
has dared to try.
Many of the set pieces that “Black Ops’” campaign
is packed with are mind-blowing in scale, with the
Viet nam missions containing some part icularly
excellent ones. Unfortunately, the single-player is
very short (around six hours), and thus each of these
set pieces is squeezed into such tight proximity that
they feel less shocking and more throwaway than they
should.
But all of this seems a bit irrelevant in light of the
game’s multiplayer. The online component of “Black
Ops” retains the same fantastic sense of progression
and deep level of customization that has made the
“Call of Duty” series so popular. The overly large (and
often unbalanced) arsenal of weapons from “Modern
Warfare 2” has been toned down. Many of the far-toopowerful kill streak bonuses like the AC-130 gunship
and tactical nuke have also been removed.
“Black Ops” now utilizes a currency system for
unlocks, which allows for a bit more freedom in leveling
up. Other interesting additions such as contracts
(basically challenges that update every day) and wager
matches (which actually let players bet their unlock
points on the outcome), as well as a sizable set of 14 new
maps, keep the multiplayer feeling fresh. “Black Ops’”
multiplayer mode is just as addicting as that of the
previous “Modern Warfare” games. And the offshoot
zombie mode that was introduced in “World at War”
is back, serving as a wonderful distraction from the
traditional gameplay and an excellent four-player
cooperative mode.
“Black Ops” is a difficult game to recommend, as
it simply expands on a formula that is beginning to
wear thin. Previously great aspects of the series have
been fortified, and yet, unfortunately, things that were
problems continue to linger. Those aching for more
“Call of Duty” will certainly not be disappointed with

“Black Ops.” However, those not already infatuated
with the series will find it all too familiar to be
noteworthy.
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

Courtesy of wegotthiscovered.com

“Black Ops,” the latest entry in the wildly successful “Call
of Duty” franchise, may be slack on campaigns, but comes
packed with a fantastic, customizable online mode.

Courtesy of xbox360.ign.com

‘Morning Glory’ lacks charismatic story
Despite strong ensemble, film suffers
from weak, humorless writing
Robin Washington

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

“Morning Glory”
NOW IN THEATERS
★ ★ out of ✩✩✩✩✩

Director: Roger Michell
Starring: Rachel McAdams, Harrison Ford,
Diane Keaton, Jeff Goldblum
Run Time: 102 minutes
Rating: PG-13 for some sexual content
including dialogue, language and brief
drug references
“What’s your story, ‘Morning Glory’?” Well, this
story is all about the struggles of reality, with a touch of
predictability and an overdose of complaining. Though
the movie has great potential and a terrific ensemble
cast, “Morning Glory” is a big letdown.
Rachel McAdams (“Wedding Crashers” and “Time
Traveler’s Wife”) plays Becky Fuller, the scatterbrained
new executive producer of a morning show called
“Daybreak.” As predicted in the trailers, this new job

proves to be anything but easy for the hard-working
girl.
Harrison Ford plays the pompous Mike Pomeroy, a
hotshot celebrity journalist whom Becky forces into a
job at “Daybreak.” Mike and his nasty attitude seem to
be the biggest of Becky’s many, many problems, though
“Daybreak” co-host Colleen Peck (Diane Keaton) and
accountant Jerry Barnes ( Jeff Goldblum) set up more
conflicts for the constantly beleaguered girl.
The entire movie is based on the singular idea that
the main character can’t get her life together. Yes, ladies
and gentlemen, life is full of conflict and struggles, and
this is the major epiphany “Morning Glory” offers. It’s
refreshing to see a story that’s full of one character’s
harsh reality, but honestly, it feels like Becky just
complains and nags the entire way down.
T he t r a i ler s prom ised comedy, a nd t here is
surprisingly very little. A ny humor in the film is
incredibly dry; the entire theater only really laughed at
a few choice scenes. And just when you think things are
starting to look up for Becky, something else happens in
her struggle to the top that sets off more complaining.
Further, the plot moves along at a slow, droned pace,
and the resolution contains only the expected elements.
Ford sheds his t ypical action persona to play a
vastly different role in “Morning Glory.” Still playing
somewhat of a hero, his role here is filled with arrogance
with a bit of a soft underside.
McAdams also plays somewhat of a different role
than usual. She seems to come off as cheesy and

awkward, instead of flaunting her more strong-willed
and glamorous qualities. McAdams still brings her
lovable characteristics to the table, though only for brief
moments.
All the actors in this film did play their roles as
they were written, but that’s the problem. Written by
Aline Brosh McKenna (“The Devil Wears Prada”), the
writing is the downfall of the entire movie, and doesn’t
do enough to take advantage of the great talents in the
cast.
As always, there’s a love story snuck somewhere in the
plot. The fairy-tale romance element of the film seemed
rather underplayed. As with everything in “Morning
Glory,” it just seemed to be a failed attempt to capitalize
on its potential.— It attempts to be a love story, but it
doesn’t pull it off convincingly; it attempts to be funny,
but it simply isn’t.
Overall, “Morning Glory” passes, but barely. With
a great lineup in the cast, the acting pulled the fi lm
kicking and screaming through its worst qualities.
Struggles and drama are on full display, but the comedy
was left somewhere in those two minutes of the preview.

Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu

CHEER ● Continued from 5A
true to their original style, Cheer-Accident’s members have
also seen a few changes for the positive. Recently, the band
added its first-ever authentic lead singer, Carmen Armillas,
which Jones said has allowed the band to perform more
melodically because Armillas can really “get inside” all
of the songs with her powerfully emotional voice. CheerAccident was also featured in the progressive documentary
“Romantic Warriors,” which was released earlier this year.
“Getting older has given us certain resolve not to be the
flavor of the month. We’re just going to keep forging ahead
and make new music,” Jones said. “We’ll make new music
and just keep on enduring.”
Cheer-Accident will play tonight at 9 p.m. at HunterGatherer on Main Street in Columbia.

Statue Tracker
The only blog you’ll ever need for
every step of the 2011 race to the
Academy Awards
Launching
Wednesday, Nov. 24
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By Stan Papajohn

The Scene

USC

CALENDAR
WHAT: College of Social
Work open house
WHEN: 9 a.m.
WHERE: Russell House
304/305
WHAT: Carolina/Clemson
Blood Drive
WHEN: 10 a.m.
WHERE: RH Ballroom
WHAT: The Daily
Gamecock social media
campaign
WHEN: Noon
WHERE: Greene Street

PICTURE OF THE DAY
“HEARTBREAKER”
3 AND 8 P.M.,
$6 MATINEE / $6.50 EVENING
NICKELODEON THEATRE,
937 MAIN ST.

Jack Lee / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

At the “Freecycling” event, held at West (Green) Quad on Thursday
night, students brought in items they didn’t need anymore to be
recycled.

HOROSCOPES

1234567890-=
A RIES W hat seems
gloomy i n t he mor n i ng
cheers up if you make an
effort. You can change the
way the wind blows if you
wa nt to. That cou ld be
great fun.
TAU RUS A c lo se
associate places demands on
your time and energy today.
Put your own ambitious
plans on the back burner
and pay attention. It’s not
about you today.
GEMINI Hard work
accompanied by intelligent
thinking produces unique
results. Then, you must
f ind a clever way to
enroll others. This is the
challenge.
CANCER Finances
prevent a perceived obstacle
to your creative process.
With a little examination,
you discover ways to get
materials without breaking
the bank.

L E O Tr y n o t t o
demand change, even
t h o u g h y o u k n o w i t ’s
necessary. Instead, present
a logical argument, as well
as a variety of choices. Ease
others into aligning on a
plan.
VIRGO If you narrow
you r foc us too qu ick ly,
you m iss some excit i ng
possibilities. Maintain an
open point of v iew, and
record the choices for later
use.
LIBRA To be effective,
remain within your own
boundaries. Use tension or
stress as an indication of
which direction not to go.
Choose the path of least
resistance.
SCORPIO You need
f un today, regardless of
what co-workers require
of you. Joke around while
handling serious matters.
Notice where exuberance

meets practicality.

SAGIT TA RIUS
Ta k e e x t r a t i me t o d ay
to clarif y what remains
to be done on a project.
That way, you can mull
over possibilities over the
weekend and be prepared.

TODAY

TOMORROW

NBT’S BATTLE OF THE BANDS
F I N A L S : F O L E Y, D A N C E
C O M M A N D E R , I N VA D E R ,
OCTOPUS JONES
8 p.m., $8 cover
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

“WAITING FOR SUPERMAN”
1 and 8 p.m., $6 matinee
/ $6.50 evening
Nickelodeon Theatre,
937 Main St.

SHORT WAVE SOCIET Y W/
KEVIN MCGEE & BROOKS MAYS
& MARC GANANCIAS
6 p.m. doors, $8
The White Mule,
1530 Main St.

Crossword

OBRASKAI, FIGHT IN VEGAS,
DECADENCE, THE JUPITER
TIDE
8:30 p.m. doors, $5 over
21 / $7 under 21
New Brookland Tavern,
122 State St.

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

WHAT: International Bible
study
WHEN: 1 p.m.
WHERE: Business
Building 582
WHAT: The Navigators
Bible study
WHEN: 2 p.m.
WHERE: RH 309
WHAT: Society for the
Study of Ancient History
and Archaeology lecture
WHEN: 4 p.m.
WHERE: RH 303
WHAT: Big Brothers/Big
Sisters movie night
WHEN: 5 p.m.
WHERE: Gambrell 153

11/19/10

Brought to you by:

C A PR ICOR N
Independent actions boost
your self-esteem. Others
need to remain in the loop.
Refine the logic. Take notes
and share them as you go
along.

AQUARIUS Keep
your head down, focusing
on your task. Let others
handle their own problems.
They lear n f rom t he
experience, and you get
your work done.
PISCES You won’t get
all the info you need today.
Develop questions that will
elicit what’s missing. You’ll
feel quite productive this
way, and correctly so.
11/19/10

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
d
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
Stu
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

Solution from 11/18/10

Across
1 Trig or algebra, e.g.
5 Range dividing
Europe and Asia
10 “Java” trumpeter
Al
14 Professor ‘iggins
15 Brown-toned old
photo
16 Basie’s “__’Clock
Jump”
17 Be inactive, like a
volcano
19 Johnson Space
Center org.
20 Showing profound
knowledge
21 Red bullring props
22 To the extent that
24 Like many old
movies
25 Highlands family
26 Be in a favorable
position
29 Tony of “Some Like
It Hot”
32 Brother’s daughter
33 Pro __: for now
34 TV surfer’s selection
36 __ chi: martial art
39 Bobby of the Black
Panthers
40 Remains of a wreck
42 Don’t give in
46 Dublin’s land
47 Go berserk
48 Satisfy by offering
concessions
51 ‘50s “The Tonight
Show” host Steve
52 From abroad
54 Make a sharp turn
55 Proceed very
cautiously
58 Crossword
constructor’s germ
59 Spruce oneself up
60 St. __’s ﬁre
61 Egyptian Christian
62 Given to
pouting
63 Splinter group
Down
1 Singer Tormé
2 Singer DiFranco
3 Supplier of ﬁrs
4 Fireﬁghter’s water
source
5 Vitamin intake std.
6 Neglectful
7 Give __ on the back

8 “Come
Solution for 11/18/10
here often?”
is one
9 H.S.
senior’s
exam
10 Puff
the Magic
Dragon’s
land
11 Acting
peevishly
12 Take
offense at
13 Warm
and cozy
18 Lord’s
Prayer
singers
starter
42 Like Serbs and
21 Geometry shape
Croats
22 Bank statement no.
43 Holy Ohio city?
23 Revolve on an axis
44 Catching z’s
24 Radar gun reading
45 Like cards in a
27 Word before self or
crooked deck
sanctum
49 Showy perennial
28 Oz Woodman’s
50 Wrestler’s victory
makeup
52 Casino card game
30 Stranded in winter,
53 Nondairy spread
perhaps
55 Typing test ﬁg.
31 Mine passage
56 Maker of Terrain and
35 Self-proclaimed
Acadia SUVs
“Greatest” boxer
57 Boozehound
36 Pool rack shape
37 Runs on TV
38 “Understood”
39 Show disdain for
41 “Saturday Night
Fever” soundtrack
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Place a Classified ad: p 803-777-3888

•

f 803-777-6482

•

www.dailygamecock.com

Additional Info

Line classified ad rates
First insertion: $2.50 per line
Subsequent: $1.50 per line

classifieds

E-mail: sholmes@mailbox.sc.edu

Apartments

Help Wanted

1 to 5BR APTS. 1 BLK FROM USC
803-318-0800 rajaluri@aeliusa.com
The Retreat! 2BR in 5BR 5BA in Jan.
BR unfurn, living area is. Email me @
jeane713@gmail.com
1BR 1BA in 2BR 2BA @ Aspyre $480.
Contact Raymond 803-240-3417.

Roommates
F/seeks/F subleaser ASAP @ The
Woodlands. Call Chelsea @
803-269-3784
Rmmte needed ASAP 1/2 blk from
USC $360/mo+uil. 2BR townhouse.
Call Gregg 767-3115.
F/seeks/F University Oaks starting
Dec/Jan 1BR in 4BR will pay 1/2 of
fee. $469/mo. wheelera@email.sc.edu
or 704-995-2798.
M/seeks/M1BR in 5BR @ Retreat 4
Spring $520 furn rm. 502-435-9411.

Housing-Rent

Two-line minimum
Lines average 30 characters in length

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day prior
to publication
•

Major credit cards accepted

Additional options
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available for an additional cost

Office hours: M-F 8:30 am - 5 pm

•

Russell House, Rm. 343

Help Wanted
Restaurants

State Press Association seeks PT
seasonal help 20/hrs/wk late NovApril. Candidates must be organized
personable and detail oriented.
Computer proficiency in Microsoft
Word, Excel and PowerPoint required.
Some database experience preferred.
Basic knowledge of Adobe products a
definite plus. Will be working on
annual news contest and with meeting
registrations. Applicants should be
able to work well in a fast-paced,
deadline-driven industry. Flexible M-F
daytime hours. Position is in
Columbia.
E-mail
resume
to
rsavely@scpress.org

BARTENDING $250/day No exp
nec available 800-965-6520 x253

Help Wanted
Instructors

600 Kentucky St - 2BR 1BA house in
Olympia. w/d. $750+dep 319-8343.

Housing-Sale
1BR 1BA spacious condo DR kit LR
scrnd pation CH&A lg walk in closet
appl. $46,000 (OBO) 319-2047

Help Wanted
Dancewear store hiring PT Sales
person.. Dance exp. helpful but not
needed. Call 782-8188. Ask for
Coleen. email pointet@bellsouth.net
Briefs Magazine is looking for spring
interns in g.arts, mktng, adv, PR,
mgmt, and event planning. 873-8000.
YE OLE FASHIONED ICE CREAM
& SANDWICH CAFE’ NOW HIRING
ALL STAFF.
AM shift avail. Good pay & tips.
Flexible hours. Perfect for students.
7490 Garners Ferry near Walmart

Gymnastics, Tumbling & All-Star
Cheerleading Instructors needed. Flex
up to 25/hrs/wk. Located in Lexington.
Exp req. Call 359-0123

Help Wanted
Restaurants
MOBILE WAITERS NEEDED PT/FT
Flex sched, average $40-$50/3-5/hr
shift. Must have your own vehicle,
clean driving record & cell phone.
Apply at www.d-d-i.com or call
888-334-9675 ext. 1

WHY LAKEEM JACKSON
IS A BALLER
NEVER HAVE I EVER...

Services

ACT LIKE
YOU GREEN IT

PREGNANT, NEED HELP?
FREE pregnancy Test.
Call Birthright 765-0165

GROUCHO’S DELI NOW HIRING
FOR 5PTS & BLYTHEWOOD
Now hiring. Wait Staff/Kitchen. Must
be able to work lunchtime. Apply in
person 611 HARDEN ST.

Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury
cruise with food. Accommodations on
the island at your choice of thirteen
resorts. Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018

SGTV

Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804

100%
gamecock tv
all day

everyday.

For Students. By Students.
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BACK TO THE

FUTOUR

WILLIAMS-BRICE STADIUM - SATURDAY - 12:21 P.M.

With title game two weeks away,
USC, seniors must keep focus on Troy
Ryan Velasquez
STAFF WRITER

I

t’s happened.
After an array of close calls, near misses and
“wait until next years,” it has happened.
South Carolina pummeled Florida in the Swamp,
captured the SEC Eastern Division title and earned
an invitation to play for the SEC Championship in
Atlanta in two weeks.
Key words: two weeks.
In Columbia, where fans continue to bask in a
euphoria rarely experienced in 120 years of Carolina
football, reality has begun to settle in. Two games
remain in the regular season, and their importance
has not wavered a bit. It starts with Troy.
“One reason I really wanted to come to South
Carolina was because they had not won much since
1969,” coach Steve Spurrier said. “Everything was
out there to do for the first time. It was neat to
accomplish that. Our guys played well. Certainly
there were a few star players on our team last week.
But that’s only half of the SEC [title]. We’ll worry
about that other half in a few weeks.”
Big games have been commonplace this season
for No. 17 Carolina, and have yielded extremely
positive results. The Gamecocks have managed to
knock off a ranked Georgia team, as well as thenNo. 1 Alabama at home, and most recently the
Gamecocks completely dismantled the Gators in
their own backyard.
In the matchups directly following each of
those victories, however, Carolina has faced
opponents from the other end of the spectrum —
providing less-than-stellar performances in the
WAITING ● 4B
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Lattimore to get ball against Trojans
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Freshman approaching
elite group of USC rushers
Ed Neuhaus

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

se

football player, and I think he’s making
us look a lot better than we are. We
have a few things to improve on, and
hopefully we can get him to that mark.”
Lattimore’s chances of getting the
yards he needs at home look prett y
good when one considers the opponent
he will be facing.
Troy comes to Columbia following
a lack luster defensive performance
against FIU last week. In that game,
the Trojans allowed FIU running back
Darriet Perry to run roughshod over
their defense, to the tune of 186 yards
on 27 carries.
Latt imore says t hat despite t heir
per for ma nce last week , he is st i l l
impressed by the challenge the Trojans
present.
“They’re just real fast,” Lattimore
said of Troy’s defense. “They’re smaller
than SEC teams, but that really doesn’t
matter. They can tackle well. They’ll
come up and hit you, the linebackers.”
A m at c hu p a g a i n s t a S u n B e lt
team may not appear to be of much
significance at first glance, but this
weekend’s affair certainly is important
when one considers t he h istor ica l
importance of Lattimore reaching the
mark he looks to attain.
If he is able to reach that achievement
tomorrow, Lattimore would further
establish himself as one of the premier
running backs in the nation.
The freshman says that he looks to
come out and do what he’s been doing
so far this season for the Gamecocks.
“That’s what I came here for, just to
run the ball,” he said. “We’re successful
when we run the ball, so that’s what
we’re going to do.”

The impact tailback Marcus
Lattimore has had on the Gamecocks’
offense this season can’t be understated.
The Duncan native has kept Carolina
in games, and his 212-yard outburst last
week paid dividends in the Gamecocks’
victory over the Gators.
This week, Lattimore has a chance to
further etch his name in USC lore.
If Lattimore can manage 36 yards
r u sh i ng ag a i nst t he Troy Troja ns
tomorrow, he would become the fi rst
Gamecock since Derek Watson in 2000
to manage 1,000 rushing yards in a
season.
In fact, only three Gamecocks have
ma naged t hat ma ny si nce G eorge
Rogers dazzled Carolina fans in 1980.
Lat t i more say s t hat t he ma rk was
something he’s aimed to achieve all
season long.
“ T h a t w a s o n e o f m y g o a l s ,”
Lattimore said. “That was one of the
offensive line’s goals. But if we don’t get
the win, it doesn’t even matter. But I’m
real excited about that.”
T he sig n if ica nce of Lat t i more’s
ach ievement is even g reater when
it ’s mea s u red w it h re sp ec t to h is
teammates.
With wide receiver Alshon Jeffery
managing 1,087 yards so far this year,
he and Latt imore have a chance at
becom i ng t he f i rst r u n n i ng backreceiver tandem in Gamecock history
to each at tain 1,000 yards at t heir
respective positions.
Te a m m a t e s a l s o r e c o g n i z e
Lattimore’s achievements so far this
season. Offensive tackle Kyle Nunn
agrees with Lattimore that that was
one of their goals, and says it reflects
somewhat on the line, but mostly on
the running back himself.
“Well, it means we’ve done a few
good things,” Nunn said. “He’s made Comments on this story?
a bunch of good plays. He’s a great E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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Marcus Lattimore is just 36 yards away from obtaining 1,000 rushing yards on the season.

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The South Carolina offensive line has been an integral part of Lattimore’s success this year.
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After solid outing at Florida,
unit faces tough Troy offense
Chris Bilko

STAFF WRITER

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Using hand signals last week helped the USC secondary communicate and play better.

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Cliff Matthews and crew should have sack opportunities against the pass-happy Trojan offense.

280 yards per game this season.
“ T he y pa s s t he ba l l a lot ,” sa id
sophomore free safety D.J. Swearinger.
“ T h a t ’s a n o t h e r c h a n c e f o r o u r
secondary. We’ve been not so good in
the past games, so we got to take this
chance and play hard.”
The Trojans really do pass the ball a
majority of the time. Troy has 372 total
pass attempts compared to Carolina’s
269. They will defi nitely test the USC
secondary’s ability to make tackles and
plays on the field.
Because of t he Troja ns’ pension
for passing, the likelihood for sacks
increases. On the season Robinson has
been sacked 21 times. This will give the
defensive line, including senior Cliff
Matthews , an opportunit y to add to
their already SEC-leading sack totals.
“Troy is def initely a good team,”
Matt hews said. “We can’t overlook
them. We got to continue to get better
and stop the pass and stop the run.”
The Troy of fense has performed
well against one of the best teams in
football. They only lost by three points
to No. 10 Oklahoma St ate, a team that
is currently leading the Big 12 South
division. In that game Robinson threw
for 272 yards and three touchdowns.
USC does not want a close game like
Troy had against the Cowboys. The key
to beating them would be to contain
Robinson and not let him go off for big
plays down the field.
If t he secondar y t hat showed up
against Florida plays on Saturday, it
may be long afternoon for Robinson
and the Trojans.

Despite being f rom t he Su n Belt
Conference, the Troy offense can’t be
overlooked by the USC defense.
A f ter play i ng ver y wel l ag a i n st
Florida, the unit is looking to continue
its upward trend of momentum this
weekend against the Trojans.
“I feel like we got to keep getting
bet ter,” sa id ju n ior safet y A keem
Aug u ste. “ We ca n’t have a slouch
game right now. We got to keep going
forward. The defense is going to be
ready. The offense is going to be ready.
We [are] going to try to dominate.”
One of the reasons for the marked
improvement of the secondary against
Florida was that the secondar y had
much better focus and communication
than in the game against Arkansas.
“We used a lot of our hand signals,”
said junior cornerback Marty Markett.
“Ever ybody was on t he same page
Saturday.”
The secondary will need to be on the
same wavelength again, because the
Trojans passing offense is one of the
best around.
Quarterback Corey Robinson has
a cannon for an arm and is very good
at fi nding the open receiver. Over the
course of the 2010 season, Robinson
has t hrow n for 2,553 yards and 18 Comments on this story?
touchdowns. He also averages just over E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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TDG Sports sits down with Timothy Mathis, sports editor of The Troy Tropolitan.

WHAT TROY PLAYER SHOULD
USC FANS LOOK OUT FOR?

HOW CAN THE TROY DEFENSE STOP
MARCUS LATTIMORE?

HOW MANY DEMARCUS WARE
JERSEYS ARE SEEN AROUND
CAMPUS ON A GIVEN DAY?
Actually not many. I think some of it may be that since
Troy is an up-and-coming school, not many students
really know about Troy’s history. On top of that, the fact
that Ware was a sleeper here until the end of his senior
season makes him more of an NFL icon than Troy hero.

Thomas Graning / The Troy Messenger

Senior receiver Jerrel Jernigan. Jernigan has broken
school records for receiving yards, all-purpose yards
and receptions. He also has broken conference records
for receiving yards, all-purpose yards and receptions.
Currently ESPN’s Scouts Inc. has Jernigan as the fifth
best receiver eligible for the draft. Jernigan has scored
five different ways this season (kick return, punt
return, rushing, receiving and passing).

Courtes y of The Associat

GIVE US YOUR PREDICTION AND WHY.

WILL THE TROJANS BE MORE FOCUSED
ON USC OR TRYING TO WIN A FIFTH
STRAIGHT SUN BELT TITLE?
They are obviously more worried about winning
t hei r
conference,
b u t
t heir
f u l l
attenTimothy
t ion
Mathis
w i l l
The Troy
be on
Tropolitan
Sports Editor
U S C
b e cause that’s whom
Troy Messenger
Thomas Graning / The
they are playing this
week. The Trojans
will need some help
though to get their fifth straight title after losing to FIU
last week.

ed Press

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The only way the Trojans can hope to stop Lattimore will be exceptional play from linebackers Xavier
Lamb and Kannoris Davis. The Trojans may try to
stack the box to help, but it’ll all come down to the
play of Troy’s linebackers.

What: No. 17 South Carolina (7-3, 5-3 SEC) vs. Troy (5-4,
4-2 Sun Belt)
When: Saturday, Nov. 20, 12:21 ET
Where: Williams-Brice Stadium
TV: SEC Network
Radio: 107.5 FM in Columbia, XM channel 199, Sirius channel 214
Line: No line
On the call: For the SEC Network, Dave Neal will be on the play-byplay with Andre Ware providing color analysis. Cara Capuano will be on
the sidelines. For 107.5, Todd Ellis will be on the call alongside Tommy
Suggs. Terry Cousin will be on the sidelines.
Injury report: For South Carolina, left tackle Jarriel King is questionable
with a concussion he suffered two weeks ago against Arkansas. He
did not make the trip to Florida last week. Quarterback Connor Shaw
is also questionable with a rib injury he suffered against Arkansas.
Defensive end Chaz Sutton remains questionable with a hand injury. He
has missed four consecutive games. For Troy, the only major injury is
defensive tackle Aaron Williams, who has both ankle and knee injuries.
He’s questionable for Saturday’s game.
Forecast: Another beautiful day is on the horizon for USC football, as
Saturday calls for highs in the low 70s and lows in the mid-40s. No rain
is expected.
— Compiled by Sports Editor Chris Cox

Troy will win 35-31. The Trojans play for the big
game and have been known to hang in there with
the tough opponents. Earlier this season Troy barely
lost to now-No. 12 Oklahoma State in Stillwater
41-38 . The crowd shouldn’t be an issue as most of
the starters were around in 2008 when the Trojans
took a 31-10 lead
i nto t he fou r t h
qua r ter ag a i nst
LSU. Lastly, this
may end up being a trap game
f or US C a f t er
com i ng of f it s
f i r s t- e ver w i n
i n t he Swa mp
and w it h rival
Clemson next.

Thomas Grani

essen
ng / The Troy M
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Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@sc.edu

Appalachian State (9-1) at
Florida (6-4, 4-4)
12:30 p.m. on
Pay-Per-View
NO LINE
After the Gators’ horrific
performance against South
Carolina cost them the SEC
Eastern Division crown and
a trip to Atlanta, many called
for coach Urban Meyer to
make changes, especially on
the offensive side of the ball.
No one should hold their
breath on those changes,
however.
Example No. 1: the status
of much-maligned offensive
coordinator Steve Addazio.
Meyer scoffed when asked
if Addazio’s job might be in
jeopardy.
“I don’t t hink t hat w ill
happen ... I am not into
blame or excuses. We’re
into solutions,” Meyer said.
“Right now the solution is
to somehow have a great
Tuesday and Wednesday. I
know that is a coach-speak
answer, especially around
here, but that’s what we do.
We started heading in the
right direction. We’ve got
to get the momentum back.
We failed to capitalize on
that last week, offensively.”
Also, don’t look for junior
quarterback John Brantley
to see his role as the starter
in UF’s three-quarterback
system be changed, either.
“He will start at quarterback
for Florida this weekend,”
Meyer said of Brantley. “We
have to do a better job in
a lot of areas. To say it’s

all our quarterback, that’s
not fair, and that won’t be
said. Obviously, our team
wouldn’t say that. Our focus
is on the task at hand, and
the task at hand is to find
a way to get these seniors
from 41-10 [in their UF
careers] to 42-10 somehow.”
Ole Miss (4-6, 1-5) at LSU (9-1,
5-1)
3:30 p.m. on CBS
LSU -21
With the Rebels on the
brink of bowl ineligibility,
Oxford is in a state of panic.
The “Right Rev.” Houston
Nut t took to h is pre s s
conference pulpit to try and
calm the masses — stating
the best years are ahead of
Ole Miss.
“It is easy to dwell on the
negative. It is easy to sit
up on t he 50 -ya rd l i ne
and point out the bad and
embarrassing. I was the first
one to say Saturday was
embarrassing. If you think
that you are hurting, you
should be in my shoes. I am
sick to my stomach when I
think about the Tennessee
game, because we planned
on winning that game,”
Nutt said. “Do you think
that Florida or Georgia is
happy? In this league, the
greatest league in America,
there will be a year where
things just don’t go right.
But, it is not all gloom and
doom. That is the difficult
t h i n g ab out t he world
we live in; I have 18- and
19-year-old players who

believe everything they hear
outside these walls. I have to
turn the negative around to
positive inside these walls.
“It is all about this family,
this football family, and
we have some outstanding
recruits. Recruiting is still
going good. The last two
signing classes have been
very good, and I think this
one will be the best yet.”
Te nn e s s e e (4 - 6, 1- 5 ) at
Vanderbilt (2-8, 1-6)
7:30 p.m. on CSS
VU +9.5
Vanderbilt is not going
to postseason play for the
second st ra ight season .
Tennessee still can go to
a bowl, but one more loss
ends those hopes. UT coach
Derek Dooley knows this
will be motivation for the
’Dores as they host the Vols.
“This is their bowl game;
we k now t hat ,” Dooley
said. “We’re trying to get
our second win in the SEC,
so there shouldn’t be any
reason to be thinking that
we’re going to go in there
and roll through it. They’re
very tough and physical,
and they play with great
scheme discipline and good
fundamentals, and they run
to the ball well. I don’t think
they’re going to give us
opportunities to just chunk
the ball around over their
head like the other teams
have.”
Comments on this story?
E-mail gamecocksportspage@
sc.edu
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looking forward to it. I wish I
could do it many more times,
but I’ve had a great college
experience that’s unfolded
into a great senior year. It’s
going to be a special day.”
For t ho s e w ho w i l l
continue to don the garnet
a nd bl ac k o n S at u rd a y s
next year, this senior class
h a s p r ov ide d a s e n s e of
leadership that has played a
significant role in the team’s
success this season. Learning
from this group’s experiences
and the example they’ve set
as voices on and off the field,
Carolina’s underclassmen
credit the seniors for much of
their improvement in 2010.
“The seniors have meant
a lot to us,” said sophomore
c e n t e r T. J . J o h n s o n .
“Obviously, playing time is a
valuable asset. The more you
see out there on the field, the
more you’re used to seeing
different blitzes and things
like that. The seniors on the
of fensive line have really
stepped up this year and sort
of taken a leadership role. It’s
really helped us out.”
As Carolina prepares for
tomorrow’s matchup with
Troy, it do e s s o w a r i l y.
Despite being members of
the Sun Belt , a conference
cer t a i n ly not k now n for
it s footba l l, t he Troja ns
have proved to be no easy
adversary for non-conference
opponents over the years,
particularly those who are
ranked.
Since 2004, Troy has faced
10 ranked teams . Four of
those games were decided
by 10 points or fewer, and
one resulted in a 24-14 upset
over then-No. 17 Missouri.
Now in their 20th season
under Larry Blakeney — the
winningest coach in program
history — the Trojans travel
to Columbia ver y capable
of going head-to-head with
Carolina.
“Troy is a pret t y good
t e a m ,” S p u r r i e r s a i d .
“ T he y ’r e 5- 4. L a r r y
Blakeney has been there 20
years and has a .700 winning
percentage. They do a good
job there. We have to play
well if we ex pect to beat
them.”
I n t he wake of last
weekend’s historic victory,
however, Carol i na hopes
to cont inue carr y ing t he
moment u m it proud ly
displayed at the Swamp and
show the nation that it can
stay focused on the task at
hand. Cu rrent ly 0 -2 t h is
season in providing strong
performances following big
wins, the third time could be
the charm.
“ We’re i n pret t y good
position right now,” Spurrier
s a id. “O u r t e a m i s ver y
healthy. We have to finish
strongly and see what else
we can accomplish this year.
Our team set a lot of high
goals, and most all of them
are still in front of us. We’ll
see how it goes.”

first two contests.
Faced w it h Fu r ma n i n
week three, the Gamecocks
needed a fou r t h- qu a r ter
pick-si x f rom sophomore
cornerback Stephon Gilmore
to pu ll away f rom t he
Paladins for good. There’s
little left to be said about
the blown 18-point lead and
second-half collapse that was
the 31-28 loss at Kentucky.
Slated to take on an opponent
of a similar caliber tomorrow,
it’s safe to say that Carolina
isn’t taking the task lightly.
“We’re a much older team
now, so we know we’ve got
to focus,” said junior safety
Akeem Auguste. “That’s the
biggest thing we’re preaching
this week. We’ve got to stay
focused on Troy. The SEC
Championship’s coming, but
at the same time, we’ve got
two more big games.”
Likely adding incentive to
the occasion is the fact that
Saturday’s game will be the
last at home, which means
Carolina’s seniors will make
their final appearance before
the Williams-Brice faithful.
“ T he y ’r e g u y s w it h
w o n d e r f u l a t t i t u d e s ,”
Spurrier said. “The first ones
that come to mind are our
captains [tight end] Patrick
Di Marco , [defensive end]
Cliff Matthews , [defensive
t ack le] Lad i Ajiboye a nd
[ k ic k er/pu nt er] Sp e nc er
Lanning. It’s a great group.
Give t hose g uy s a lot of
c red it , ma i n ly for t he
commitment and attit ude
they’ve had.”
Wit h many joining t he
prog r a m i n 20 07 a s one
of the most highly touted
recruiting classes in school
h istor y — ra n ked No. 4
that year by ESPN — this
group of seniors enters the
weekend having been bowleligible in each of the last
four seasons. Now that their
collegiate careers are nearing
their ends, it’s not likely that
they’ll need more motivation
than they already have to
finish strong.
“That’s how I bought into
coming here,” said senior
t ac k le Hut c h E c k er s on .
“ [ S p u r r i e r] t o l d m e h e
w a nt e d t o w i n a n S E C
Championship here and do
things that have never been
done. It’s been a long time
and a lot of ups and downs,
but we’re in it. It’s a great
feeling, but we have a lot of
football left to play. We have
t wo regular season games
left. Right now, we’re focused
on Troy.”
A s ide f r o m t he g a me ,
tomor row w i l l ma rk t he
g r o u p’s f i n a l c h a n c e t o
ex per ience t he pre-game
rituals unique to WilliamsBrice, particularly the team’s
entrance to “2001: A Space
Odyssey.”
“You can talk about it and
I could say how I feel, but
words can’t describe being
in the tunnel, hearing that
song and seeing our fans,”
Eckerson said. “It’s going to Comments on this story?
be a really special moment E-mail gamecocksportspage@
to do it one last time. I’m sc.edu
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Saturday will be the last chance for seniors like Jarriel King (76) to run out to “2001” at Williams-Brice Stadium.

Chelsea Director / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Gamecocks have two non-conference games before heading to Atlanta to play for the SEC title against Auburn.
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Clemson at Wake Forest
Stanford at California
Ohio State at Iowa
Virginia Tech at Miami
Arkansas at Mississippi State
Army vs. Notre Dame
Tennessee at Vanderbilt
UConn at Syracuse
Ole Miss at LSU
Troy at USC

Clemson
Stanford
Ohio State
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Syracuse
LSU
USC

Clemson
Stanford
Ohio State
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Army
Tennessee
UConn
LSU
USC

Clemson
Stanford
Iowa
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Syracuse
LSU
USC

Clemson
Stanford
Iowa
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Notre Dame
Tennessee
Syracuse
LSU
USC

Wake Forest
Stanford
Ohio State
Virginia Tech
Arkansas
Army
Tennessee
UConn
LSU
USC

Last Week’s Standings:
Overall:

Last Week: 7-3
Season: 70-30

Last Week: 6-4
Season: 66-34

Last Week: 5-5
Season: 59-41

Last Week: 8-2
Season: 71-29

Last Week: 6-4
Season: 55-45
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Hogs look to stay hot amidst clanging cowbells
Arkansas travels to Mississippi State in battle of SEC Western Division foes
Corbin Ensminger

THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Arkansas @ Mississippi State
The division was clinched by Auburn last
week, but these two SEC West teams still have
motivation to play. Mississippi State had played
very well defensively until last week’s matchup
with Alabama. The Bulldogs gave up a seasonhigh 30 points and allowed Alabama to score
three touchdowns on plays longer then 45 yards.
Arkansas is averaging 38 points per game thanks
to quarterback Ryan Mallett, who has thrown
for 24 touchdowns and is only 33 yards away
from a 3,000-yard season. Mississippi State’s
defense will have to have a better game than it
did against Alabama if it wants to stop one of the
best quarterbacks in the country.
Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Army vs. Notre Dame

#1

A matchup between a 6-4 Army team and a
5-5 Notre Dame team wouldn’t usually garner
much national attention, except this year the
game is being played at Yankee Stadium. This
is a reprise of one of the oldest traditions in
college football, one that used to be famous
for featuring perennial national championship
contenders. The game was first played in New
York in 1925, but hasn’t been back since 1969.
The modern-day Notre Dame is quarterbacked
by freshman Tommy Rees, who led the Irish to
a surprising win over Utah last week with three
touchdown passes.

#3

Charlie Neibergall / The Associated Press

Ohio State @
Iowa
Ohio State must win this weekend if it
wants to have a chance to win at least
a share of the Big Ten title for the sixth
straight year. Iowa is coming off a loss
to Northwestern that knocked it out of
conference-title contention. This game
will come down to which quarterback
plays better. Ohio State’s Terrelle Pryor
has thrown for over 2,000 yards and
22 touchdowns. Iowa’s Ricky Stanzi
has almost identical numbers, putting
up 22 touchdowns as well.

Darron Cummings / The Associated Press

Nebraska @ Texas A&M

#2

Nebraska takes on Texas A&M knowing
that a win assures it a spot in the Big 12 title
game. Nebraska’s only loss this season came
to Texas back in October. Texas A&M decided
to change quarterbacks after suffering three
straight losses, and it has paid off. The Aggie
have won all four games since they began
starting Ryan Tannehill. The junior, who had
only completed five passes prior to this
season, has already thrown 10 touchdowns
and over 1,000 yards . Tannehill will test
himself against one of the best defenses in
the nation. Nebraska is allowing only 17 points
per game this year.
Gerry Broome / The Associated Press

Virginia Tech @
Miami

#5

Jerry Larson / The Associated Press

Stanford @ California
Stanford is having its best season
since 1951. Last week, Cal held the
highest-scoring team in the country,
No. 1 Oregon, to 15 points. Now it must
attempt to have the same defensive
performance against Stanford’s Andrew
Luck , a Heisman candidate, who
has thrown for 2,500 yards and 22
touchdowns. If Cal wants to play spoiler,
it will have to get Shane Vereen going.
The running back has 13 touchdowns
and is just 2 yards shy of a 1,000-yard
season. Stanford is chasing after a BCS
bowl, but Cal has had Stanford’s number
historically in “The Game,” winning eight
of the last nine meetings.

Miami hosts Virginia Tech in a game the
Hurricanes must win if they want to have
a chance to win the ACC Coastal Division.
Virginia Tech is two games ahead with
only the matchup with Miami and in-state
rival Virginia remaining. The big news is
Miami will start freshman quarterback
Stephen Morris for the third straight game.
Regular starter Jacory Harris has been out
of action since Oct. 30, when he sustained
a concussion in a loss to UVA. Morris hasn’t
been bad, though, throwing for 516 yards
and two touchdowns in his two starts.

#4

Clemson @ Wake Forest

Matt York / The Associated Press

Southern Cal @ Oregon State

T h i s P a c -10 s h o w d o w n
features two teams headed in
opposite directions. USC has
won two straight, while Oregon
State has lost two. Oregon
State has not lost three
straight conference games
since 2002. The Beavers are
fighting to become bowleligible, but the two games
following Saturday’s matchup
are Stanford and Oregon, so a
win against the Trojans would
make that goal slightly more
realistic. USC is ineligible for
bowl contention this year,
but that hasn’t slowed down
the offense and quarterback
Matt Barkley. It is averaging
35 points per game, third in
the Pac-10, and Barkley is
leading the conference with
25 touchdowns.

Steve Cannon / The Associated Press

Clemson faces Wake Forest one week after a crushing
loss to Florida State on a last-second 55-yard field goal.
The Tigers will be looking for the win to guarantee
they won’t have a losing season and to become
bowl-eligible. Wake Forest is 2-8 in the midst of an
eight-game losing streak after winning the first two
games. Its quarterback, Tanner Price, has thrown more
interceptions than touchdowns this year. CU signal
caller Kyle Parker will face off against a defense that
has allowed an average of 38.7 points per game.
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Greg Wahl-Stephens / The Associated Press
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